Founded in 2020, aurora journal celebrates underrepresented voices that ignite and
replenish. Committed to the discovery and promotion of electrifying pieces to ensure
our readers indulge in adventurous and imaginative experience, we champion women
artists, writers and translators. We publish creative visual art and multimedia, poetry and
translations of poetry with a focus on feminist issues and nature writing. We welcome experimental works that stay with you like a second layer of skin, works that evoke logical
chaos and the longing to take a seat, a roar, a whisper, a sun-kiss.
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1 LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

To the reader,

2 SKIN OF THESEUS by Anna Zarra Aldrich

Welcome to our inaugural issue, or as I prefer to call it: our immersion into the universe. I
would like to begin by thanking God for the opportunity to have this issue. (A few months
ago, I would not have imagined that we would be here.) I am also thankful that we still
have health, and that we are safe.

3 INSIDE RAINBOWS by Ceinwen E. Cariad Haydon
4 REQUIEM FOR THE LOST POLLINATOR by Anna Zarra Aldrich
5 BEES TEACH LIFE by Ceinwen E. Cariad Haydon
6 WHO’S BURIED? by Pegi Deitz Shea
7 AN EXAMPLE OF FAIRY-TALE LOGIC by Eleanor Reeds
8 MOTHERING POST NEWTON, POST FERGUSON, POST MINNEAPOLIS,
POST ETC. by Pegi Deitz Shea
10 BLOSSOM SEEDS LIFE by Ceinwen E. Cariad Haydon
11 HOPE EMERGES FROM DARK NIGHTS by Ceinwen E. Cariad Haydon
12 TASTE OCEAN BREEZES AT LAST by Ceinwen E. Cariad Haydon
13 MOTHER DRIFTWOOD by Pegi Deitz Shea
14 OUR CONTRIBUTORS
15 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Earlier in April, I wrote my first proposal for what is now aurora journal on my bulletjournal, based on the idea of waiting for a brighter dawn, which derived from Psalm 30:5
NIV: “Weeping may stay for the night, but rejoicing comes in the morning”. I chose the
name “aurora” as a reminder to keep searching for the light when surrounded by dusk.
Therefore, I wanted to provide a space where our contributors could share a ray of light —
even if it was a dim ember—to our readers.
During this time, I was also reading Bajarse al Moro by José Luis Alonso de Santos for a
Spanish class and the first scene describes a room where “El caos que uno lleva dentro se
encuentra lógico y con ganas de tomar asiento” (“The chaos one carries inside is found
logical and with the longing to take a seat.”; my translation). As I pondered on what works
would define aurora, I wanted to decode what it meant to evoke logical chaos and the
longing to take a seat. I was able to find it in our featured pieces. Honoring women artists
and writers, we celebrate underrepresented voices that ignite and replenish. Voices projected as a roar, a whisper or a sun-kiss, but all deserving to be heard.
I hope the following poems and artworks stay with you as they have with us. Gracias por
estar aquí. Thank you for being here.
The sun will rise again tomorrow.
Sincerely,

Esther J. Santiago

Founder, Editor-in-Chief
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Skin of Theseus
Anna Zarra Aldrich

I peel the skin from my lips
– still wet, I pick myself raw
my lip swells like freshly mounded ground
flake / flake / flake
I am growing a new epidermis which has not known yours
in just 27 days you will have never touched me:
this is how long it takes a human to molt.
It takes the body ten years to regenerate:
then you will have never been inside me.
My heart thuds against my veins
crying for a bloodletting
– I swallow dumbbell chips to hasten the renewal.
I will strip the layers of my brain
ready to paint the walls pink again
the grey brain the brain is grey:
monochrome kodachrome

take a CAT scan, it’ll last longer

the grey brain the brain is grey.
I am Frankenstein, engorged by my own self recreation.

inside rainbows
Ceinwen E Cariad Haydon

I bathe in formaldehyde
and light my candles
drip
the wax on myself
hot meets hot – I burn myself anew.
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Requiem for the Lost Pollinator
Anna Zarra Aldrich

A fig fills my palm. eucharist for the ghost wasp who has died inside.
She mistakenly flew into the ripe fruity womb
filled it
with hollow buzzing, pleas for mercy from
the hostile womb consumed the carcass —
decomposed it with enzymes, sentenced for attempted rape.
The birth canal transformed into a tomb, she produces sweet fruit out of vengeance
the seeds: crunchy reminders of the pollinator
whose DNA melded into the labial walls
the fig a mausoleum in which the wasp is embalmed and composted
womb to tomb.
I eat a haunted fig without guilt.
I have deep crevices in my molars,
which
pull the fruit from the skin with primate fingers,
suck it off the bruised green-purple skin
more than naked, the musculoskeletal system exposed,
caress the raw blood vessels
tenderly exposed,
suck my thumb,
think of the fruitless pollinator.

bees teach life
Ceinwen E. Cariad Haydon
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An Example of Fairy-Tale Logic
Eleanor Reeds

“This ain’t a fairytale” but that is—it’s dark and complex.
Women cut each other but it is the men who bleed us out
Like halal goats and yet we crawl back home through thorns
To sacrifice ourselves to the beast. Name this and your words
Will bear witness, your lines will be made of flesh and your rhymes
Will crack like my elbows pop. More wimmin will reclaim and retell
The fairy tales that socialized us into violence—instead of desire.
Take, for instance, Little Red Riding Hood.

Who’s Buried?

If his enlarged body parts are “all the better” to hear, to see, to hold,
To eat you with, the moral of the story is the threat. It warns
That we might be devoured by the gaze of our lover, swallowed
By pouring every word into his open ears, and then he’d show his teeth
And the person that we thought we’d come to see, that we trusted,
That we were to take care of, well, it turns out that he was hungry for more.
The moral is sharpened when we remark on the generations of women
Who appear in this fairytale. See, in my family, we tend to marry charmers,
Tricksters, alcoholics, the ones with pasts, old sinners every one of them—
Not always wild and shaggy, but frequently enough that we rhyme,
Grandmother and granddaughter. Red Riding Hood at least survives intact—
Cuts herself out of the wolf ’s belly with the razor blade concealed in her hood.
So perhaps the moral is that you cannot be digested… that, however dark
It is inside someone else, you can be belched out or, better yet, self-propelled
With only a little stomach acid wearing out your fingerprints
And a few crumbs of cornbread collecting in your hair.

Pegi Deitz Shea
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MOTHERING POST NEWTON, POST FERGUSON,
POST MINNEAPOLIS, POST ETC.
Pegi Deitz Shea
Everywhere
conspirators
forcing expiration
of inspiration
we respirate
through squares
of window screens
easily slashed
wired glass doors
easily blasted
lock the windows
bolt the doors
install motion
detection
bag inspection
passwordprotection security
guaranteed to
trigger
alarms:

my fingertips
hunger for the throb
of your fontanels
my arms crane
to cradle you
please stay
nestling
in the never
ceasing

stranger opens
clinic door for me
balding blond
bulging eyes
weak chin,
could he be…?
woman in burka
eyes screened
at gas station
could she…?

Kids, no more skating the street no more hoops in the park call me text me! you’re tweeting?
now every killer knows who you are where you are what you’re doing! No insta—where are you
going? How
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hope emerges from dark nights
blossom seeds life

Ceinwen E. Cariad Haydon

Ceinwen E. Cariad Haydon
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taste ocean breezes at last

Mother Driftwood

Ceinwen E. Cariad Haydon

Pegi Deitz Shea
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To our contributors, we are grateful for you.

ANNA ZARRA ALDRICH is pursuing her master’s degree in English at the University
of Massachusetts Boston. Her work has previously appeared in Long River Review and
the anthology Fast Funny Women. She tweets @ZarraAnna
CEINWEN E CARIAD HAYDON lives near Newcastle upon Tyne, UK and writes
short stories and poetry. She has recently been experimenting with photography, too.
She is widely published in online magazines and in print anthologies. Her first chapbook was published in July 2019: ‘Cerddi Bach’ [Little Poems], Hedgehog Press. Her
first pamphlet is due to be published in 2021. She is a Pushcart Prize (2019 & 2020)
and Forward Prize (2019) nominee and holds an MA in Creative Writing from Newcastle University, UK (2017). She believes everyone’s voice counts.

I express my gratitude to my former professor Darcie Dennigan for mentoring me as
I began this journey. Thank you to my wonderful team of women for the universe—
Lilia, Eilieen, Kelly and Liz—for being passionate for aurora, for your patience and
resilience throughout these difficult times, and our countless Zoom meetings. I am
grateful to our contributors for trusting and honoring us with your works. Thank
you to our readers. aurora would have stayed simply a dream locked away in the
depths of my heart if it weren’t because of all of you.

ELEANOR REEDS, originally from the United Kingdom, now teaches literature and
creative writing at Hastings College in central Nebraska, where she lives among the
corn with a Yankees fan and a black Labrador. She received her PhD in English from
the University of Connecticut in 2018, and her scholarly work focuses on genre and
voice in the transatlantic nineteenth century. Eleanor’s creative work has appeared in
Long River Review and Plainsongs, for which she also serves as an Associate Editor.
PEGI DEITZ SHEA is the author of more than 450 works of nonfiction, fiction and
poetry for young and adult readers. A two-time winner of the Connecticut Book
Award, she has also won awards and honors from the National Council of Teachers of
English, International Reading Association, and National Council of the Social Studies. She is the founder and the director of the Poetry Rocks reading series in Vernon,
CT where she is also Poet Laureate. Her photography has appeared in many juried
shows, and she has had several solo shows pairing her poetry and images. She teaches in the Creative Writing Program at the University of Connecticut. Learn more at
www.pegideitzshea.com.
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